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Overview

 

 

Each day, the District 5 office receives numerous calls from many residents, with topics of concern

ranging from potholes to policy issues, traffic concerns to tax questions, and much more.

Constituents also reach out to our office by email, online feedback form, written letter, social

media, and at community meetings.

As we work to resolve these issues, we also classify and track this data. This allows us to maintain a

better, more robust understanding of the District’s residents’ main concerns. In order to produce a

precise record of constituents’ concerns, our office breaks down contact into 37 separate

categories. By using this controlled vocabulary, we can reference constituent concerns in an orderly

and trackable manner.

 

Abandoned Vehicles 



Opposition to Legislation 



Sidewalk 



Animal Care and Control 



Overgrowth (Private Property) 



Sign  Replacement 



Building Violation or PRoblem 



Overgrowth (Public Property) 



Sign  Request for New Signage 



City Steps 



Other 



Snow / Ice Issue 



Concern (Issue or Policy) 



Parking 



State Issue 



County Issue 



Parks and Recreation 



Street Cleaning 



DPW Request 



Permit Issue 



Street Light 



Dumping 



Police or Public Safety 



Street Paving 



Environmental Services Request 



Potholes 



Support for Legislation 



Forestry Request 



PWSA Problem 



Traffic 



Graffiti 



Real Estate / Taxes 



Utilities Request 



Landlord / Tenant Issue 



Refuse Problem 



Zoning Issue 



 



Resource Request 



 



This report’s data was collected between Monday, January 1, 2016 and Thursday, March 31, 2016,

herein referred to as Quarter 1, or Q1. This collection period effectively constitutes one-quarter of

the total year. This data is only representative of concerns that were brought to the District 5 office,

and don’t include samples from concerns sent directly to the City’s 311 service, City departments, or

the Mayor’s office.
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Changes to Controlled Vocabulary



Since the publication of our 2015 Year-End report, we have made changes to the controlled

vocabulary we use to classify constituent concerns. We have added six new categories to the

controlled vocabulary: County Issue, Environmental Services Request, Permit Issue, Resource

Request, State Issue, and Zoning Issue.

These changes will allow us to more accurately classify and track our constituent concerns. For

example, constituent concerns that were related to irregular or missed refuse collection were

previously classified as a DPW Request. Now, however, these issues are more accurately filed as a

Environmental Services Request, indicating that the issue is more specifically related to the Bureau

of Environmental Services within the City’s Department of Public Works. Similarly, our previously

established controlled vocabulary wasn’t sufficiently robust in that issues related to the Department

of Permits, Licenses, and Inspections that 

weren’t

related to building violations couldn’t always be



accurately classified. With the addition of the Permit Issue classification, that’s no longer the case.

Moreover, some of the new additions to the controlled vocabulary, such as County Issue and State

Issue, allow us to better track constituent concerns that may relate to Allegheny County or State

government functions, such as the maintenance of certain infrastructure or programs. And finally,

Resource Request will now be used to classify requests for general information from our office.
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Frequency of Concerns



The most common types of constituent concerns about which District 5 residents contacted our

office were issues related to winter weather conditions, traffic concerns, problems related to

Pittsburgh Water and Sewage Authority (PWSA) service, police or public safety concerns, and

reports of building violations or problems.



Please note that the charts above feature different Y-axes.
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Concerns by Neighborhood

The chart below indicates rates of contact made by constituents in the District 5 neighborhoods to

our office in the first Quarter of 2016.



 

 

Note: The District 5 office only worked on two constituent cases for residents in Glen Hazel and Regent Square,

respectively. Each of these constituent cases were ultimately classified as “closed.” Given this lack of data samples,

data visualizations for these neighborhoods are unavailable in this Quarterly Report.
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Classification of Cases

As the District 5 office works to resolve constituent cases, our staff classifies them into four

different categories.



By the end of Quarter 1, a total of 87.03 percent of constituent cases was classified as “closed.”

Another 7.53 percent of constituent cases was still pending completion, with the remaining 5.44

percent submitted to the City’s 311 service for further action.
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Understanding Case Classification



Closed:

The issue is either resolved or there is nothing else that our office can do. Cases are closed

when either the constituent or a City representative confirms to our office that the matter has been

taken care of, will be resolved by another agency, or when our office has exhaustive any and all

possible avenues of resolution. In some instances, if the concern has been registered with the

appropriate agency, department, or representative and there is nothing more that the District 5

office can do, it earns this classification.

Referred to Department:

The appropriate agency, department, or representative has been alerted



of the issue and our office is awaiting an update on the status of the concern. This category can

include things like forestry requests or long-term Department of Public Works projects or requests,

which often take multiple days to resolve.

Pending: 

The resolution of an issue is possibly nearly completed and our office is awaiting

confirmation. This category is different from “Referred to Department” in that it’s used when a

department hasn’t been contacted. Or, our office has yet to receive confirmation that a department

of representative is aware of our request.

Submitted to 311:

The issue is best handled by a 311 request, such as a pothole. These issues are



submitted to the City’s 311 service, as per protocol, and are then subsequently routed to the

appropriate entity for resolution.
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Greenfield

The most common categories of constituent issues from Greenfield in Q1 were problems with

PWSA service, police or public safety concerns, reports of building violations or problems, issues

related to the City’s park system, traffic concerns, and issues related to snow and ice.

In Q1, the District 5 office worked on four issues

stemming from PWSA problems, six public safety

concerns, six building or property violations, four

requests related to parks and recreation, five traffic

issues, and 14 requests for service from the

Department of Public Works related to winter weather

conditions.



At the close of Q1, 87.50 percent of

constituent cases was classified as

“closed.” Another 6.25 percent was

submitted to the City’s 311 service for

further action, with the final 6.25 percent

still pending final resolution.
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